
 

   
To the homeless, starving and wretched in Victorian England,  

Australia offered the only hope of a better life. 

 
The Black 
Lighthouse 

 Queenscliff 1862, Victoria, Australia. 
 

It wasn’t always called the Black Lighthouse, it started life as the Shortland Bluff Light,  
Fort Queenscliff Lighthouse, then the Queenscliff High Light and Upper Light.  

It became operational in 1862 and stands 24.7m high in the grounds of  
Fort Queenscliff, and 40m above sea level.  

It was constructed of basalt, supplied by Thomas Butler from a quarry near the  
Moonee Ponds Creek, and stands on the site of the original sandstone 

 lighthouse of 1843. Mr Butler shaped and numbered the blocks to indicate  
their position in the tower, and these were delivered from Melbourne by barge. 

Designed by architects of the Public Works Department under the 
 supervision of William Wardell, Architect of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, it reflects English  

coastal lighthouse design and of siting  their lighthouses on rocks close to sea level.  
 The architects forgot this was not the situation at Shortland Bluff and had to alter the  
the 3.5m high access with metal ladder, to an easier ground level entry some years later.  

Lamps, lens and housings were manufactured by Chance Brothers of Birmingham.  
The upper light was left as natural bluestone and became the Black Lighthouse.  
The identical lower light became the White Lighthouse, being closer to the bay. 

 Now mariners could line up the lights and make the safe channel when 
 entering Port Phillip Bay, and crossing the dangerous waters of the Rip. 
 So proud were the folks of Queenscliff that they built their local bank,  

post office and the regions’ first telegraph office around their new lighthouse.  
What a relief it must have been for immigrants and fortune hunters,  

after weeks of unrelenting ocean, lining the port rail and staring up excitedly at  
the Black Lighthouse…Australia at last! For many the chance of new riches, 

 and to most an escape from a wretched life. 
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